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The Effects of Relevance Feedback Quality and Quantity in
Interactive Relevance Feedback: A Simulation Based on User Modeling
Heikki Keskustalo, Kalervo Järvelin, and Ari Pirkola
Department of Information Studies,
FIN-33014 University of Tampere, Finland
Abstract. Experiments on the effectiveness of relevance feedback with real users are time-consuming
and expensive. This makes simulation for rapid testing desirable. We define a user model, which helps
to quantify some interaction decisions involved in simulated relevance feedback.  First, the relevance
criterion defines the relevance threshold of the user to accept documents as relevant to his/her needs.
Second, the browsing effort refers to the patience of the user to browse through the initial list of re-
trieved documents in order to give feedback.  Third, the feedback effort refers to the effort and ability
of the user to collect feedback documents. We use the model to construct several simulated relevance
feedback scenarios in a laboratory setting.  Using TREC data providing graded relevance assessments,
we study the effect of the quality and quantity of the feedback documents on the effectiveness of the
relevance feedback and compare this to the pseudo-relevance feedback.  Our results indicate that one
can compensate large amounts of relevant but low quality feedback by small amounts of highly relevant
feedback.
1. Introduction
Selection of good search keys is crucial for successful text retrieval, yet users of information systems often
find it difficult to find the best expressions for their information needs [3, 4].  On the other hand, although
users may have difficulties in expressing exactly their information needs, they are often able to identify
useful information when they see it.  This fact leads to the notion of relevance feedback (RF).  In RF, the
users mark documents as relevant to their needs and present this information to the system.  This informa-
tion can be used for automatically modifying better queries [8, 9].
Actually, users of information systems might best be served by systems that retrieve especially highly
relevant documents [6, 15].  The results of a user study [14] indicate that the users are also able to identify
highly relevant documents.  Moreover, the textual characteristics of the documents at various relevance
levels differ: [13] showed that in highly relevant documents a larger number of aspects of the request was
discussed, and a larger set of unique expressions was used.  These observations lead to our research ques-
tions: How effective is RF when we consider various levels of relevance in evaluation phase?  How is the
quality  and  quantity  of  the  feedback  documents  related  to  the  effectiveness?   From the  point  in  view of
creating RF interfaces, we should learn what kind of evidence we should try to collect from the searchers.
In this paper, we shall explore these questions through user simulation in a laboratory setting.  We use a test
collection, a subset of TREC collection providing graded relevance assessments of documents for 41 topics
[12].  The graded assessments are scaled from 0 (non-relevant) to 3 (highly relevant). We shall simulate the
quantity of RF by the number of documents in the initial result marked as feedback by the user, and the
quality by the relevance threshold set by the user.  As an additional research question we ask whether the
simulated relevance feedback may successfully compete with pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF), and if so,
by what effort in terms of the amount and quality of the user feedback?  We evaluate all cases using non-
interpolated average precision (MAP) at three different relevance thresholds.
Our laboratory simulation provides a rapid means of exploring the limits of user feedback without labo-
rious experiments with real users.  For example, one may find out, as we will also report, what kind of user
RF effort  is  most  effective and how it  compares with the PRF. One needs to verify these findings in real
world situations. However, this may be done more efficiently when one has better insight into what to test.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain our experimental methodology –
user modeling for simulations, the test collection, the retrieval system and the test runs. Section 3 presents
our findings, Section 4 discusses the main result and Section 5 presents the conclusions.
2. Methods
2.1 User modeling for relevance feedback simulation
Pseudo relevance feedback is a highly parameterized process.  For example, the number of documents used
in the feedback, the methods for selecting and weighting the feedback keys, and the number of the feedback
keys extracted may be varied.
Human relevance feedback has similar characteristics when one considers, as we do, user feedback
based on document level judgments.  The number of top documents the user is willing to examine varies.
The user has also many methods for selecting and weighting the feedback keys.  The number of feedback
documents that the user actually selects may vary.  In addition, importantly, the user may tolerate irrele-
vance, require relevance, or ignore marginal relevance to different degrees in the feedback documents. This
is a characteristic of human feedback that escapes automatic methods of PRF.  It might also provide a
qualitatively better basis for RF, which leads to outperforming automatic PRF if the user is willing to pro-
vide the effort.
Since users vary greatly, we developed a simple user model to grab the parameters above. We use three
concepts for modeling:
· requirement of document relevance (stringent, regular or liberal): relevance threshold R
· willingness to browse (patient/impatient): window size B
· willingness to provide feedback (eager/reserved): feedback set size F
The requirement of document relevance, R, is an important dimension since many users may want to fo-
cus on highly relevant documents only [6, 15]. Users can also identify them while marginal documents
easily escape the user’s attention [14]. We model the relevance threshold dimension by possible values of
graded relevance R Î {0,1,2,3}.  In other words, R = 3 indicates that the user is capable and willing to
recognize and accept only highly relevant documents for RF, whereas R = 1 indicates that the user liberally
accepts even marginal documents for RF.  As a special case, R = 0 models the case where all the documents
considered are accepted, i.e., PRF (blind feedback).
The willingness to browse, B, models the user’s capability and willingness to browse through the ranked
retrieval result. The user’s willingness to study retrieved sets is limited (futility point) [1]. We model the
browsing dimension by the number of documents considered (window size B).  For example, B = 1 indi-
cates that the user is impatient and only willing to consider the first document and gives up after that,
whereas B = 30 indicates a patient user willing to examine a long list of retrieval results. In the present
study we shall only consider a limited set of values for B, i.e., B Î {1, 5, 10, 30}.
The willingness to provide feedback, F ( £ B) models the user’s willingness to mark documents as rele-
vant. We separate this dimension from the previous one since even if the user is willing to browse through
a long list, she may give up after finding the first or first few relevant documents.  In this paper we examine
only positive RF.  This dimension is essential since, as [2] argues, users may be reluctant to provide feed-
back, and on the other hand the amount of feedback may be critical to success.  We model the willingness
to provide feedback by the maximum number of documents the user is willing to mark as relevant F.  As an
example, F = 1 indicates that the user is reserved and only willing to consider the first relevant document
encountered as feedback and gives up marking after that, whereas F ³ 10 indicates an eager user willing to
provide lots of feedback.  In the present study we shall only consider a limited set of values for F, i.e. F Î
{1, 5, 10, 30} while F £ B.
User model is a triplet M = <R, B,  F> which defines a three-dimensional space of user characteristics.
Each triplet with specified values is a point in the space modeling a distinct type of user (a user scenario)
or RF interaction.  It is obvious that some regions of the space are more interesting than others.  However,
in general, relations between the more distant areas are of interest, e.g., can one compensate low quality
feedback by giving it in large amounts. Moreover, how much user’s effort, and what kind, is needed to
outperform pseudo-relevance feedback, i.e., which scenarios < R,  B,  F > (R > 0) provide better effective-
ness than <0, B’, F’ > ? (In PRF R=0 and B’ =F’.)
2.2 The test collection
In this study the reassessed TREC documents from [12] are used including altogether 41 topics from TREC
7 and TREC 8 ad hoc tracks. The non-binary relevance judgments were obtained by re-judging documents
judged relevant by NIST assessors together with about 5% of irrelevant documents for each topic.  The
selection of topics was based on the size of recall bases, i.e., each topic should have more than 30 relevant
documents but the size of the pool to be reassessed should not exceed 200 documents (for details, see [5,
12]). The relevance judgment in the reassessment process was based on topicality.  The new assessments
were done on a four-point scale:
· (0) Irrelevant document - the document does not contain any information about the topic.
· (1) Marginally relevant document - the document only points to the topic and does not contain more
or other information than the topic description.
· (2) Fairly relevant document - the document contains more information than the topic description but
the presentation is not exhaustive. In case of multi-faceted topic, only some of the sub-themes or
viewpoints are covered.
· (3) Highly relevant document - the document discusses the themes of the topic exhaustively. In case
of a multi-faceted topic, all or most sub-themes or viewpoints are covered.
Altogether 6122 documents were reassessed (Table 1).  Almost all of the originally irrelevant documents
were also assessed irrelevant in reassessment (93.9%). Of the TREC relevant documents about 76% were
judged relevant at some level and 24% irrelevant. This seems to indicate that the re-assessors have been
somewhat stricter than the original judges. Among the relevant documents one half were marginal, a third
fairly relevant, and a sixth highly relevant [5].
Table 1.   The distribution of relevance assessments in the test collection (41 topics)
Relevance Level Total Number ofDocuments %
% of Relevant Avg number per
Topic
Rel = 0 3719 62.1 .. ..
Rel = 1 1197 18.6 49.8 29.2
Rel = 2 812 12.8 33.8 19.8
Rel = 3 394 6.6 16.4 9.6
Total 6122 100.0 100.0 58.6
In the recall base there were on the average 29 documents of relevance level 1 per each topic, 20 docu-
ments at relevance level 2, and 10 documents at relevance level 3 per topic.  In other words, on the there
were on the average 59 relevant documents of some relevance level per each topic (Table 1).
The document collection contained 528155 documents organized under the retrieval system InQuery
(see below). The database index is constructed by lemmatizing the document words (using ENGTWOL
morphological analyzer by Lingsoft, Inc.).
2.3 The retrieval system InQuery and the feedback key extraction
The InQuery system was chosen for the test, because it has a flexible query language and it has shown good
performance in several tests (see, e.g., [4]). InQuery is based on Bayesian inference networks. All keys are
attached with a belief value, which is approximated by the following tf.idf modification:
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where tfij = the frequency of the key i in the document j
dlj = the length of document j (as the number of keys)
adl = average document length in the collection
N = collection size (as the number of documents)
dfi = number of documents containing key i.
The InQuery query language provides a large set of operators to specify relations between search keys.
In the present paper we only need the typical probabilistic operator #sum and the synonym operator #syn.
The probabilistic interpretations for these operators are given below:
                        Psum(Q1, Q2, ..., Qn) = (p1+p2+ ... +pn )/ n
     (2)
where P denotes probability, Qi is  either  a  key  or  an  InQuery  expression,  and pi, i = 1...n, is the belief
value of Qi.
The probability for operands connected by SYN operator is calculated by modifying the tf.idf function
as follows:
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where tfij = the frequency of the key i in the document j
S = the set of search keys within the SYN operator
dlj = the length of document j (as the number of keys)
adl = average document length in the collection
N = collection size (as the number of documents)
dfS = number of documents containing at least on key of the set S.
Our initial queries are based on the TREC topic wording, excluding the stop list words, and have the
structure #sum(#syn(key1, key2,  …),  #syn(…,  keyn) ,…). The synonym structures are due to lemmatizing
topic words. Some of them are ambiguous, and for a given word all its interpreted lemmas are included in
one synonym set.  The extracted expansion keys form a sum structure #sum(keye1, keye2, …) and the revised
feedback query has the structure #sum(#sum(#syn(key1, key2, …), #syn(…, keyn) ,…) #sum(keye1, keye2, …)).
Expansion keys were extracted from the feedback documents using the RATF weighting scheme [7].
The scheme computes relative average term frequency values for the keys of documents, as follows:
                         RATF(k) = (cfk / dfk) * 103 / ln(dfk + SP)p (4)
cfk = the collection frequency of the key k
dfk = the document frequency of the key k
SP = a collection dependent scaling parameter
p = the power parameter
The scheme gives high values for the keys whose average term frequency (i.e., cf/df) is high and df low.
The scaling parameter SP is used to down weight rare words. For SP and p we used the values of SP = 3000
and p = 3.  These values are based on a previous study using different topic sets but a corresponding data-
base [7].
In the expansion key extraction, from each feedback document a word list containing the 50 best keys
was extracted by the ranked order of their descending RATF values. When more than one document was
given as feedback, the RATF key lists for each document were united followed by the extraction of 30 best
keys (keys shared by the greatest number of word lists).
2.4 Experimental Set-up
The overall experimental set-up consists of the following steps:
1. For each TREC topic (N=41) the title and description fields are processed and automatically for-
mulated into the initial query.
2. Each initial query is run in the test collection and the initial result set (the top 50 documents for
each topic) is retrieved.
3. By using the user scenario <R, B, F> together with the recall base, the set of feedback documents
(defined uniquely by each user scenario) is extracted automatically from the initial result set.
4. The expansion keys are extracted from the set of feedback documents (among the relevant docu-
ments from the initial run). RATF weighting scheme is used here. The 30 best expansion keys are
extracted and formed into a #sum –clause.  This clause is combined with the initial query to form
the feedback query.
5. Each feedback query is run in the test collection and the final result (document set) is retrieved.
6. Both the initial result and the final results are analyzed for their mean average precision (MAP),
applying three different evaluation criteria: stringent, regular and liberal.  The same evaluation cri-
teria were also used for conceptualizing the feedback requirements as highly relevant (Rel =3), at
least fairly relevant (Rel ³ 2), or at least marginally relevant (Rel ³ 1) documents, respectively.
The initial queries were formed automatically by excluding stop words, lemmatizing the content-bearing
words and applying fuzzy matching from the database index in case of words which could not be lemma-
tized (two best matches were selected).  Lemmatization leads to synonym sets of one or more components.
These are combined by the #sum –operator into the initial query.
The evaluation of retrieval effects of RF methods when real users are involved has some special re-
quirements. Admitting that users may be lazy to browse, an evaluation measure based on DCV (document
cut-off values) or discounted cumulated gain [6] might be preferred over MAP.  If only a small evaluation
window is used, one may argue that only the unseen documents should be shown at the RF phase and the
evaluation should not reward re-ranking of the feedback documents among the final document set [10].
This could be achieved by keeping the documents identified as relevant (within the browsing and feedback
scope) “frozen” to their initial ranks. On the other hand, because there are no intermediate results seen by
the user in the PRF, it is not possible to make an entirely fair comparison between the simulated user RF
and the PRF case.  In PRF, MAP or precision at 10 % recall are typical effectiveness measures.
In the present paper, we compare the user RF and PRF and want to find out how various user feedback
scenarios are related to search effectiveness. We measure this by using MAP at various relevance thresh-
olds. An inherent problem with using MAP this way is that the RF documents may be re-retrieved by the
feedback query (although not necessarily) but with a better ranking, especially when the recall bases are
small.  On the other hand, we may think of a user situation where the user is collecting relevant documents
at the end of the process and has not yet really read initial feedback documents.  In this situation, re-
retrieving the relevant documents is not problematic, as the user is simply interested in the quality of the
final search result.  In later studies, we shall apply DCV based measures and take specifically into account
the role and effect of the feedback documents among the final result set considering the user view point
differently.
3. Findings
3.1. Effect of User Scenario on the Amount of Feedback
The first obvious question is what is the relationship of user’s relevance criteria and effort to the quantity
and quality of relevance feedback available? In order to answer to that question, we first study the effect of
selecting a specific user scenario to the number of feedback documents available (the third column in Ta-
bles 2-4), to the cases of no feedback (fourth column), to the maximum number of feedback documents
available (fifth column), and to the actual window size used before the browsing window limit is reached
(the last column).   Table 2 presents the stringent user case, that is, the user accepts only highly relevant
documents as feedback documents (R = 3) while we vary the values of the two effort thresholds (B and F).
Table 2. Stringent user (R = 3): the effect of user effort on the availability of RF. All feedback documents are highly
relevant.
Browsing
Effort B
Feedback
Effort F
Average No of RF
Docs Available
No of Topics with
no RF Docs
Max No of RF Docs
per Topic
Average Search
Length
30 30 2.3 11 11 30.0
30 10 2.2 11 10 29.6
30 5 1.9 11 5 27.4
30 1 0.7 11 1 15.0
10 10 1.2 21 8 10.0
10 5 1.1 21 5 9.9
10 1 0.5 21 1 6.7
5 5 0.8 23 4 5.0
5 1 0.4 23 1 3.9
1 1 0.3 29 1 1.0
We can see that on the average, in case of stringent feedback threshold, the number of RF documents is
very low even if both the browsing effort and the feedback effort thresholds are high (30).  With a rela-
tively small effort, e.g., B=10 and F=5, only 1.1 feedback documents on the average could be collected.
Also, the number of topics with an empty feedback set increases as B decreases.  Yet for some topics a high
number of feedback documents can be found even with low effort thresholds.  For example, if browsing
and feedback effort are set 5, for some topic 4 highly relevant threshold documents can be found. As one
might expect, there is a weak connection between the relative sizes of B and F and the average window size
actually used. As it is difficult to find enough highly relevant documents to fill up the size of F, in many
instances the average search length is actually close to B.  For example, with B = 30 and F = 10, the aver-
age search length is 29.6 – nearly the whole window of B=30.
Table 3 presents the case of a regular user accepting both fairly and highly relevant documents as feed-
back.
Table 3. Regular user (R = 2): the effect of user effort on the availability of RF. All feedback documents are at least
fairly relevant.
Browsing
Effort B
Feedback
Effort F
Average No of RF
Docs Available
No of Topics with
no RF Docs
Max No of RF Docs
per Topic
Average Search
Length
30 30 6.3 4 21 30.0
30 10 5.5 4 10 27.6
30 5 3.9 4 5 21.6
30 1 0.9 4 1 7.3
10 10 3.2 8 10 10.0
10 5 2.6 8 5 9.3
10 1 0.8 8 1 4.4
5 5 1.8 11 5 5.0
5 1 0.7 11 1 3.1
1 1 0.6 18 1 1.0
Compared to the previous table, in Table 3 the average number of RF document reaches clearly higher
values.  Also,  the  number  of  topics  with  an  empty  RF set  is  much  smaller  here.  It  is  still  difficult  to  find
enough highly relevant documents to fill up the size F, so in many instances the average search length is
also actually very close to B.  By selecting a regular threshold instead of the stringent threshold, more feed-
back documents become available within a selected threshold, but the price of this is that their quality var-
ies more than in case of using a stringent threshold.
Table 4 presents the case where the user accepts even the marginally relevant documents (relevance
level 1) as feedback documents.
Table 4. Liberal  user  (R = 1): the effect of user effort on the availability of RF. All feedback documents are at least
marginally relevant.
Browsing
Effort B
Feedback
Effort F
Average No of RF
Docs Available
No of Topics with
no RF Docs
Max No of RF Docs
per Topic
Average Search
Length
30 30 9.4 3 26 30.0
30 10 7.2 3 10 25.2
30 5 4.4 3 5 15.6
30 1 0.9 3 1 5.3
10 10 4.2 4 10 10.0
10 5 3.4 4 5 9.1
10 1 0.9 4 1 3.4
5 5 2.4 5 5 5.0
5 1 0.9 5 1 2.7
1 1 0.7 12 1 1.0
Now the number of feedback documents is rather high (almost 10) when both the browsing effort and the
feedback effort thresholds are set high (30).  However, in this case the user could expect that many of the
feedback documents are actually of low quality.  On the other hand, there are clearly more feedback docu-
ments available. The relationship between the quantity and the quality of the feedback cannot be solved by
looking at the quantity of the feedback data available only.  Therefore, next we proceed on testing what
happens to the retrieval effectiveness when various user scenarios are used.
3.2. Effect of User Scenario on Feedback Effectiveness
In this section, we study the effect of the quality and the quantity of the relevance feedback to the effec-
tiveness of RF.  The results using the stringent relevance evaluation threshold are presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Average precision of user feedback scenarios.  Stringent relevance threshold is used in evaluation - baseline
MAP = 20.2 %
MAP by Recognition of Relevance R, %
Browsing
effort B
Feedback
effort F
R = 3 Diff. to
baseline
(% units)
R = 2 Diff. to
baseline
(% units)
R = 1 Diff. to
baseline
(% units)
30 30 37.5 +17.3 27.1 +6.9 24.9 +4.7
30 10 37.5 +17.3 27.1 +6.9 24.9 +4.7
30 5 36.9 +16.7 27.5 +7.3 23.9 +3.7
30 1 31.7 +11.5 23.3 +3.1 22.6 +2.4
10 10 28.9 +8.7 24.7 +4.5 22.9 +2.7
10 5 28.6 +8.4 23.9 +3.7 23.5 +3.3
10 1 27.1 +6.9 22.7 +2.5 22.2 +2.0
5 5 25.9 +5.7 23.0 +2.8 22.9 +2.7
5 1 24.5 +4.3 22.7 +2.5 22.2 +2.0
1 1 20.8 +0.6 21.6 +1.4 22.0 +1.8
The baseline MAP figure 20.2 % corresponds to the search result for the 41 initial queries measured by
stringent criteria. The differences with respect to the baseline are percentage units, not percentages. In case
of every user feedback scenario the changes were positive with respect to baseline MAP.  It seems that on
the average, the searcher can expect good feedback results even pointing only one feedback document as
long as it is highly relevant.   This is shown in Table 5 as an improvement of +11.5 % units in case of a user
scenario M = <3, 30, 1>. Notice, however, that if the relevance threshold for the feedback document is
lower, such an improvement does not take place, even though we know that there are many feedback
documents available (Tables 3 - 4).  The improvement in average precision is only +3.1 % units in case of
user scenario <2, 30, 1> (the 6th column) even though the relevance feedback document may be highly
relevant occasionally. This fact is probably due to the differences in the terminological properties of the
documents at various relevance levels.  Interestingly, the user strategy of a hard working user (B = F = 30)
who collects lots of feedback documents using a liberal RF threshold (R = 1, 7th and 8th columns) is not as
successful (+4.7 %-units).  It seems to be essential that the user keeps the RF threshold high.   As we can
see from Table 5, the scenarios <3, 30, 30>, <3, 30, 10>, and <3, 30, 5> give by far the best of all results
(improvements of +16.7 to +17.3 % units), while the scenarios <2, 30, 30>, <2, 30, 10>, <2, 30, 5> fall
behind (improvements of +6.9 to +7.3 % units).  Of course, for the scenario <3, 30, 30> there are seldom
RF documents available even close to F=30 in the window B=30. In conclusion, considering the relevance
feedback quality, the quality of the input matters.
The results of the feedback effectiveness using the regular relevance evaluation threshold are presented
in Table 6.
Table 6. Average precision of user feedback scenarios.  Regular relevance threshold is used in evaluation - baseline
MAP = 22.7
MAP by Recognition of Relevance R, %
Browsing
effort B
Feedback
effort F
R = 3 Diff. to
baseline
(% units)
R = 2 Diff. to
baseline
(% units)
R = 1 Diff. to
baseline
(% units)
30 30 30.8 +8.1 34.7 +12.0 32.0 +9.3
30 10 30.8 +8.1 34.8 +12.1 31.9 +9.2
30 5 30.9 +8.2 33.7 +11.0 30.4 +7.7
30 1 27.6 +4.9 27.7 +5.0 26.6 +3.9
10 10 26.7 +4.0 30.8 +8.1 30.0 +7.3
10 5 26.4 +3.7 30.4 +7.7 29.2 +6.5
10 1 25.0 +2.3 27.0 +4.3 26.2 +3.5
5 5 24.9 +2.2 27.6 +4.9 27.4 +4.7
5 1 24.2 +1.5 26.5 +3.8 26.1 +3.4
1 1 23.7 +1.0 24.9 +2.2 25.3 +2.6
In Table 6 the baseline MAP of 22.7 % corresponds to the search result for the 41 initial queries measured
by regular criteria. Also here, in every user feedback scenario the changes were positive with respect to
baseline.  An essential trend compared to the previous table seems to be that here the differences are
smaller between the user scenarios having different threshold for accepting feedback documents.  The sce-
narios <2, 30, 30>, <2, 30, 10>, and <2, 30, 5> give the best results (improvements of +11.0 % units to
+12.1 % units).
Table 7 presents the effectiveness figures when a liberal evaluation threshold is used.  The baseline
MAP figure 20.7 % corresponds to the search result for the 41 initial queries measured by liberal criteria.
The trend noticed previously in Tables 5 and 6 is accentuated here: now the difference is very small be-
tween the user scenarios having different threshold for accepting feedback documents.  If the final result set
is evaluated by using a liberal threshold (Table 7), the results do not grow better by using a high threshold
in selecting the RF documents.  The situation is completely different if the final result set is evaluated by
using a stringent threshold (Table 5) – in that case the user clearly should keep also high threshold in select-
ing the feedback documents.
Table 7. Average precision of user feedback scenarios.  Liberal relevance threshold is used in evaluation - baseline
MAP = 20.7 %
MAP by Recognition of Relevance R, %
Browsing
effort B
Feedback
effort F
R = 3 Diff. to
baseline
(% units)
R = 2 Diff. to
baseline
(% units)
R = 1 Diff. to
baseline
(% units)
30 30 26.5 +5.8 29.5 +8.8 30.2 +9.5
30 10 26.5 +5.8 29.4 +8.7 30.1 +9.4
30 5 26.6 +5.9 28.6 +7.9 28.7 +8.0
30 1 24.4 +3.7 24.2 +3.5 24.0 +3.3
10 10 23.9 +3.2 26.7 +6.0 27.5 +6.8
10 5 23.7 +3.0 26.4 +5.7 26.9 +6.2
10 1 22.6 +1.9 23.6 +2.9 23.7 +3.0
5 5 22.8 +2.1 25.0 +4.3 26.0 +5.3
5 1 22.1 +1.4 23.3 +2.6 23.5 +2.8
1 1 21.6 +0.9 22.5 +1.8 22.9 +2.2
3.3. Comparison to PRF
We also tested the effectiveness of PRF by extracting terms from the top B documents (B Î {1, 5, 10, 30})
and added them to the initial query as in RF (see Section 2.4).  These results are presented in Table 8.
Table 8. Average precision of PRF scenarios evaluated by stringent, regular and liberal relevance thresholds.
PRF Set Size PRF MAP
(%)
Stringent
Diff. to
baseline
(% units)
PRF MAP
(%)
Regular
Diff. to
baseline
(% units)
PRF MAP
(%)
Liberal
Diff. to
baseline
(% units)
30 19.8 -0.4 25.1 +2.4 24.2 +3.5
10 19.5 -0.7 25.8 +3.1 24.5 +3.8
5 21.2 +1.0 25.8 +3.1 24.1 +3.4
1 22.0 +1.8 25.3 +2.6 22.8 +2.1
In Table 8, columns 2 to 3, we can see that our PRF method hardly improves the baseline results when
stringent relevance threshold is used in evaluation.  The improvements are small (at best only +1.8 % units)
compared to the great improvements gained in the best user RF scenarios (+17.3 % units at scenario
<3,30,10>) (Table 5).
The columns 4 to 5 show that PRF improves the baseline results slightly when the regular relevance
threshold is used in evaluation. The best improvement is +3.1 % units compared to the baseline when the
top 5 documents are used in pseudo-relevance feedback. This improvement is modest compared to the
improvement in the best user RF scenarios (+12.1 % units using scenario <2,30,10>) (Table 6).
In columns 6 to 7, we can see that the same trend continues also when the liberal relevance threshold is
used in evaluation.  The improvements here are closer to the improvements of the user RF scenarios evalu-
ated at the liberal relevance threshold, although the very best user RF scenario improvement of 9.5 % units
is gained using scenario <1,30,30>.  Here we can see that as the quality of the user RF sinks, it approaches
PRF, and the effects become similar.
4. Discussion
Our original research questions were as follows:
1. How effective is RF when we consider various levels of relevance in evaluation?
2. How is the quality and quantity of the feedback documents related to the effectiveness?
3. Can the simulated relevance feedback successfully compete with pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF),
and if so, by what effort in terms of the amount and quality of the user feedback?
For the first and the second research questions, our results indicate that RF can be effective at all three
evaluation levels.  When the stringent evaluation criterion for the final results is used (Table 5), if the user
keeps also the feedback threshold high, as in scenario <3, 30, 30> the MAP of RF run improves from 20.2
% (baseline) to 37.5 %.  However, if the user lowers the feedback threshold (user scenario <1, 30, 30>) the
MAP of the RF run improves only from 20.2 % to 24.9 %.   Also, the case of a single “pearl” feedback
document (user scenario <3, 30, 1>) outperformed the case of several “mixed” documents (user scenario
<1, 30, 5>); MAP values are 31.7 % and 23.9 %, respectively.  Thus it seems that one cannot compensate
even a small amount of high quality feedback by giving lots of low quality feedback if the stringent crite-
rion is applied in the evaluation phase.
On the other hand, if the final evaluation criterion is liberal, the opposite happens (Table 7).  For exam-
ple, the RF scenario <3, 30, 30> performs worse (MAP = 26.5 %) than the scenario <1, 30, 30> (MAP =
30.2 %).
For the third research question, our PRF method improved the search results evaluated by any relevance
level, but it was not very competitive with the best RF user scenarios when the stringent evaluation crite-
rion was used.    However,  if  the liberal  evaluation criterion was used,  PRF was close to the best  RF user
scenarios.
5. Conclusions
In real usage situations, the users of information systems would often be best served by enabling them to
find the very best documents instead of collecting also marginally relevant documents.  As the users are
also able to identify highly relevant documents, it is natural to consider developing relevance feedback
methods concentrating on finding especially the highly relevant documents.   In this paper, we explore the
effects of the quality and quantity of the relevance feedback documents to the effectiveness of the feedback
measured at various relevance levels.
First we developed a simple user model which makes it possible to quantify three interaction decisions
involved in relevance feedback: (1) the relevance criterion (threshold to accept documents used as the feed-
back), (2) the browsing effort, and (3) the feedback effort of the user.   We measured the effectiveness of
the final retrieved set after the RF by simulating the user behavior in a laboratory setting based on various
user scenarios (three different relevance thresholds, ten different combinations of browsing and feedback
efforts) and compared these RF methods to the pseudo-relevance feedback.
The best RF scenarios clearly outperformed all PRF scenarios, although PRF also improved the initial
retrieval.  When the stringent threshold was used in evaluation, the best user scenario clearly outperformed
PRF, but instead, when a liberal evaluation threshold was used, the performance of the user scenarios in RF
was close to the PRF results.  This hints to the possibility that using binary relevance with a low relevance
threshold hides meaningful variation caused by documents which actually belong to various relevance
levels, as both marginally, regularly and highly relevant documents are seen as similar.
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